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Victims of the press, watch out: Ideology and lie!
The strongest personal enemy of the multi-millionaire Trump (who, as hard-pressed as he is, has spared
us the attack on Russia till today) is the multi-billionaire Soros. Behind him is the US megacapital, whose
informal leader and man of confidence he is, quite justly. Not only were major parts of the election
campaign against Trump financed by Soros, not only did he buy Trumps son-in-law for a quarter of a
billion US dollars (“credit”), he also runs an expensive propaganda network in every country of the
Western block: the “Open Society Foundation”. (Highest German contact is amongst others Cem
Özdemir; but also Merkel assumably gets her orders and language guidelines primarily from this source,
which presents itself to the outside world as a tangle of impersonal “companies”, “foundations” and
“NGOs”. [One of many proofs of this receipt of orders is that all other EU governments want to force
their not yet totally aligned junior partner Hungary to change its university law so that Soros can
maintain there a private university with approximately one billion dollars; this means a cancer boil in a
weak but refractory part of the EU. For people that are a bit better informed: Soros is the Fethullah Gülen
of the non-Islamic world, only much richer and powerful than him.]) From this “OSF” currently a huge
propaganda wave rolls over the EU states (for example recently in Stuttgart with a certain Mr.
Armbruster who got for that purpose the city theatre at his disposal). They do not only spread ideology
but also lie.
So what is the “Open Society Foundation” ?
The name goes back to Karl Popper who became the chief ideologist of the West block after the second
World War. Since then no professorship for philosophy is filled with others than his followers, no
scientific book and no popular scientific work is published without at least rendering homage to his
terminology somewhere (the only weak exception: Dawkins and a few other Anglo-American
biologists). The aim is to spoil science in order to shoot the way free for religion to came back, without
admitting it. But beside this “philosophy” Popper has also written a political main work, which has
become the ideological credo of the Western blocs: ”The open society and its enemies”. That is were the
Soros foundation got its name from, its ideology however only partially.
What is the subject of this propaganda book? At first sight, Plato is targeted; he is attacked because he
discussed the question of how an ideal state should look like (well, we do not have to share his views, do
we?) instead of leaving the answer to the Dear Lord, to Fate or to those presently in power. The very
essence of the book, however, is a complete self-praise of the Western Bloc, where everybody is allowed
to speak out his views freely and even to found organizations in order to spread them (by the way, just
try to do so once for the fun of it!), but not in that bad, bad Eastern Bloc, nor in the Third Reich as well,
whereby the Eastern Bloc, which really is not smudged by nationalistic or religious filth, to be true, is to
be hammered into the same category as the latter. For, in our “free world” the rule is, after all, that
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nobody is to be forced into line, or even hammered on by the press and school, we have nothing but
individuality and openness, isn’t it, while under the rival’s reign the very reverse is true and that is why
it is so bad: there, everybody “is pressed into some corporations” and forced into line in a doctrinarian
way. – This is, in short, the substance of the book that provides the foundation’s name; it is worth
mentioning that Popper does not write one word of criticism about medieval-monarchist stinking states
such as Saudi Arabia, with respect of which his reproaches in their most concentrated form are true, after
all, for the USA already at that time wished to control their oil resources and this is done much more
safely and efficiently with sheiks than with peoples (for instance with the Iraqi people, which had been
able to chase their sheiks away). According to Popper, Western Bloc or rather open society therefore
stand for everything that is true and pleasant and good, as it were, especially for individuality, freedom
of opinion and of religion (as if any honourable person, who despises the propagandist Popper all the
same, would oppose these freedoms!), but as to the maltreated and murdered Badawis of the oil-rich
handchopping states, who at that time were as numerous as today, he closes his eyes and remains silent;
for in any other case he would not have become the highly paid and much praised chief ideologist of the
strongest military bloc of all times.
Well, Popper is dead, but the Soros foundation lives: they rely on Popper’s ideology by their very name.
They do so rightly, but on one important point they cross the borderline between ideology and lie for
propagandistic reasons: never did Popper deny states the right to chose their own citizens and to pay
back their social security contributions exclusively to them. “Open Society” in Popper’s words describes a
society in which a social position is gained by virtue of efforts and not by inheritance (nothing against
that – but it is pure ideology to insinuate that matters were like this in our society; we better don’t start
talking about the several thousand Saudi princes and US billionaires), and in which freedom of opinion
and freedom of association are reigning (at that point, however, he already gets more vague and raises
reservations), but he did not mean a society of open borders that anyone, who cannot give valid grounds
for his flight nor has to do so, may cross and cash in. On the contrary, the honourable Mr. Popper would
have been rather shocked in case somebody had insinuated that he had ever said such things himself or
had spread the opinion that whoever advocated a different view was an enemy of his “open society”!
(For this rubbish would at that time have been declared as crackbrained by literally any state
whatsoever, and the dream of a university chair, let alone that of the chief ideologist, would have been
over!)
But this exactly is what Soros-propagandists support vociferously and everywhere, and this is to which
they have to be pinned down: no matter, what one may think about their Saint Popper, according to
what they are roaring, Popper, too, would be declared an outlaw as an “enemy of the open society”! For
freedom of opinion, which is the highest good by all means (and therefore includes the freedom to run
away from any religion and ideology without being harassed), does not at all include the freedom to
perform acts of violence such as mutilation of children, rape or discrimination on grounds of the sex, no
matter to which race the perpetrators belong. But least of all it is in opposition to the freedom of any
states or peoples to choose their citizens themselves as well as the recipients of their tax funds.
Watch out for lies and propaganda, when they swash over you (and do so involuntarily financed by
you), don’t plug your ears then, but take notice of what’s going on!
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